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Christopher Wool (b. 1955)
Rip Rig Panic, 2001
A forceful and energetic painting, Rip Rig Panic, 2001 captures
Christopher Wool’s expressionistic tendencies by combining
several strategies and motifs. Wool intersperses the central
silkscreened blast of enigmatic grey, with enamel to obscure his
own hand and impede the viewer’s ability to differentiate the
nominally authentic from the nominally artificial. Split into four
roughly equal quadrants, Wool hints at the practical limitations
of the silkscreen while also plainly and proudly displaying the
nature of his painterly illusion. Slipping behind and emerging all
around the centralized expanse of grey is a chaotic dispersion of
black. Searching and free-flowing, Rip Rig Panic finds Wool
stretching forms over the canvas’s surface and, in the process,
expanding and anchoring the painting’s composition. Radiating
outward, Wool’s gestures appear like an aura around the
captivating and impenetrable center, providing balance and
parity between the silkscreened and the sprayed.
Known for his works’ purposeful tension, Wool frequently pits disparate styles and techniques
against each other. Glenn O'Brien notes, "Christopher Wool takes it to the bridge, spanning
abstract expressionism and pop, drama and comedy, funk and the sublime. The emblem of his
advanced funkiness is his spray squiggle—with all the innocence of an amateur doodle yet all the
stealth of a master brushstroke” (G. O’Brien, “Apocalypse and Wallpaper,” quoted by H. W.
Holzworth, Christopher Wool, Cologne, 2012). Here, Wool stretches the central motif to the four
corners of the linen support. Obscured behind an opaque, inky mass of mysterious enamel, the
viewer is left wondering whether the gesture is continuous or a carefully crafted illusion like so
much of Wool's work. Wool not only combines disparate attitudes toward mark-making but also
confronts the idea of the purposeful mark altogether.
Deeply invested in the technical and physical act of painting, Wool says that he “often [wants] a
painting to feel like it is the result of a certain process, a process that was not simply the
painting/picturing process of putting together a formally successful painting” (C. Wool, quoted by
A. Goldstein, “How to Paint,” ibid, p. 171). Whole passages of Rip Rig Panic’s frenetic surface stem
from the technical parameters of the silkscreen, as does the painting's division into four quadrants.
For Wool, meaning is often found in his work's margins and the technical aspects of his practice.
The painting is a visual record of an internal conversation, with Wool actively responding to the
work and adjusting his approach accordingly. “Painting, for me, is often a struggle between the

planned and the unforeseen,” says Wool. “The best paintings are the ones that you could not have
imagined before you began…” (C. Wool quoted in H. W. Holzwarth, Ed., Christopher Wool, New
York 2008, p. 266).
Since his rise to prominence in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Wool has retained his status as a
crucial and ethos-defining artist. Continuing to influence subsequent generations, Wool’s practice
has both evolved and stayed markedly consistent. Driven by a rigorous conceptual framework and
a sharp eye for composition, Wool’s highly individual oeuvre has remained uniquely his own. With
its gritty aesthetic marked by the seductive dance between spontaneity and careful planning, Rip
Rig Panic is the summation of Wool’s many contributions to art history. An important and
illustrative example of one of the most enduring contemporary painters, the present work finds
Wool at his most confident, brash, and visually daring.
Similar paintings to Rip Rig Panic can be found in museum collections around the world, including
Untitled, 2002, in The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, and Untitled, 2014, in The
Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris.
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